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December 29, 1994

The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary O'Leary:

On December 29, 1994, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, in accordance with 42
U.S.C. § 2286a(5), unanimously approved Recommendation 94-5 which is enclosed for your
consideration. Recommendation 94-5 deals with Integration of DOE Safety Rules, Orders,
and Other Requirements.

42 U.S.C. § 2286d(a) requires the Board, after receipt by you, to promptly make this
recommendation available to the public in the Department of Energy's regional public
reading rooms. The Board believes the recommendation contains no information which is
classified or otherwise restricted. To the extent this recommendation does not include
information restricted by DOE under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,42 U.S.C. §§ 2161-68,
as amended, please arrange to have this recommendation promptly placed on file in your
regional public reading rooms.

The Board will publish this recommendation in the Federal Register.

Sincerely,

~fi/T7
tl'JOhn h~n~ay

Chairman

Enclosure

c: Mark B. Whitaker, EH-6



RECOMMENDATION 94-5 TO THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
pursuant to 42 U.S.c. § 2286a(5)

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Dated: December 29, 1994

The Board has been following with considerable interest the structure of DOE's nuclear
health and safety requirements as the transition is being made from the use of Orders to
rulemaking. The Board recognizes that the change has been prompted by provisions of the
Price/Anderson Act Amendments of 1988, the need for uniform, enforceable requirements,
and by a desire of the Department to provide greater opportunities for public input into the
process for establishment of requirements. Thus the Board understands the reasons for
development and promulgation of nuclear safety requirements through rulemaking.
However, the Board has expressed reservations in the past and remains concerned today lest
the process of conversion of Orders to rules is used as occasion to:

(1) Unduly relax or eliminate important nuclear safety requirements in Orders.

(2) Relegate good nuclear safety practices extant in existing Orders to optional status.

(3) Forego or delay current efforts to bring safety practices into compliance with
mutually agreed implementation plans that respond to recommendations of the
Board.

In accepting Recommendation 91-1, your predecessor advised that rulemaking would be a
time-consuming process, and he committed to expedited issuance and implementation of
updated requirements in DOE Orders while rules are developed~ More recently, in your
response of October 21, 1994 to the Board's May 6, 1994 inquiry to the Department, you
also acknowledged the need for interim development, revision, and compliance with
requirements in DOE Orders while rules are being promulgated.

In fact, your response reflected more completely the process that has been developed in
discussions with the Board and its staff. It stated that:

(1) The Department is committed to a requirements-based safety management program.

(2) Environment, safety and health requirements are identified in rules and Orders.

(3) Orders are the prevailing means by which the Department identifies management
objectives that are requirements for its personnel, and when incorporated into
contracts, requirements for DOE contractors.

(4) Nuclear safety Orders are being phased into rules. Rules are the documents by
which the DOE establishes binding requirements of general applicability and are
adopted pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act.



(5) ContraCtors are expected to comply with a rule or Order when it becomes effective 1.

(6) Standards/Requirements Identification Documents (S/RIDs) are developed as
compilations of site and facility-specific requirements contained in applicable
legislation, rules, Orders, technical standards and other directives necessary to
operate facilities or conduct DOE activities with adequate protection of workers and
the general public.

This summary clearly shows that DOE intends that the definition of what constitutes
adequacy in the way of protection of workers and the public extends beyond the
requirements of rules. In that, the Board definitely concurs. It is the compilation of
requirements as envisaged for RIDs that represents the more comprehensive base upon
which sites and facilities are to be managed from the environment, health and safety
viewpoint. This has also been the thrust of many of the Board recommendations dealing
with Order compliance.

However, the action toward development of S/RIDs has been slow. Requirements in
Orders have been and are still the prevailing DOE means for defining safety requirements
for contractors. Requirements in Orders are made enforceable by incorporating Orders into
contracts. Therefore, the Board has reviewed a number of existing M & 0 contracts relative
to provisions for Order compliance. The Board has also examined .the health and safety
management specifications included in several recently proposed contract actions (for
example, at Rocky Flats and HanfordlSoIid Waste Management). Performance per
conditions specified either in existing contracts or those more recently examined will not in
our view assure delivery of the safety management programs we believe that the Board and
the Department expect.

Though the Board has been reassured by your letter of October 21 and by other means that
requirements in DOE Orders are to remain operative until replaced by rules, there appears
to be contrary guidance being issued to the field. For example, a May 27, 1994
memorandum from the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs provides guidance that in
effect encou'fages a premature ~ift in resources from Order compliance to rule compliance.
For rules that will have progressed far enough in the promulgation process that only a few
months are left for a show of compliance, such action may be appropriat~ as regards
establishing priorities in assigning resources. However, such action should not be construed
as countenancing relaxation of necessary requirements of-the existing Order. Moreover, for
proposed rules not nearly so far along in the rule-making process, impending developments
should not be taken as cause for a slow-down on compliance efforts or the upgrading of
applicable ~equirements now in Orders and contracts.

1 Note: Rules actually require an ixyplementation plan and then allow a period for
achieving compliance. A similar phase-in period is permissible for
requirements in Orders incorporated into contracts.
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Along similar lines, the Board has noted a November 30, 1994 advisory from the
Albuquerque field office to DOE headquarters (M.S. Dienes to J. Fitzgerald) that a hold
has been placed on the radiation protection functional appraisal process until DOE review
and approval of the implementation plans for the rule have been completed. There is no
rational justification for such deferral. Such action suggests that field personnel may have
been led to believe that there will be marked differences between those radiation protection
programs under the rule and the requirements under existing Orders incorporated in
contracts.

The provisions of the contracts and the above-mentioned advisories by DOE line
management indicate that the integrated use of nuclear safety-related Rules, Orders,
standards and guides in defining and executing DOE's safety management program may not
be sufficiently well understood by either the M & 0 contractors or DOE managers. This
issue was raised in the Board's letter of May 6, 1994 to the Department.

Given the situation as described above, ~he Board believes that further DOE actions are
needed to ensure there is no relaxation of commitments made to achieve compliance with
requirements in Orders while proposed rules are undergoing the development process.
These actions should also provide for smooth transition of Orders to rules once
promulgated. Toward that end, the Board recommends that DOE:

(1) Widely disseminate the information provided to the Board in response to our
May 6, 1994 letter on DOE's Safety Management Program, and take steps to ensure
that key technical and contracts personnel are well schooled in this topic.

(2) Promptly issue appropriate directives and procedures to DOE Headquarters, Field
Offices and O&M contractors which:

(a) embrace the basic principle that work already commenced or planned to
develop and implement requirements in existing or revised Orders or S/RIDS
should continue while rulemaking is underway;

(b) explain in detail the relationship between safety requirements contained in
Orders in O&M contracts and those contained in new rule~, and the process
by which a rule may "supersede" parts, or the entirety, of a safety Order;

(c) explain that compliance with a requirement whether in a rule, Order or other
directive- is not accomplished by submittal of an adequate implementation
plan but requires completion of action proposed by that plan;

(d) provide guidance to contractors and DOE program offices on how to
coordinate implementation plans for multiple requirements such as those in
Orders, rules, S/RIDs and..-other binding directives; and,
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(e) in the process of eliminating dupHcate requirements and in arranging the
remaining ones along more user friendly guidelines, which the Board agrees
is desirable, ensure that existing requirements that are necessary and
appropriate are not relaxed nor eliminated, and schedule commitments for
achieving compliance are not delayed.

(3) Ensure that compliance with the minimal (base-line) set of safety requirements
contained in Rules is not construed as full compliance with all necessary safety
requirements and does not displace effort to develop and implement through RIDs
the best nuclear safety requirements and practices embodied in rules, Orders,
standards, and other safety directives.

(4) Clearly establish such line, oversight, and legal responsibilities for review and
approval of contractual provisions specifying environment, health and safety
requirements for DOE contractors to ensure that the requirements-based safety
management program expected by the DOE will be uniformly developed and
consistently imposed across the complex.
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DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES
SAFETY BOARD

(Recommendation 94-{ij

2089

Integration of DOE Safety Rules,
Orders, and Other Requirements

AGENCY: Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board.
ACTION: Notice; recommendation.

SUMMARY: The Defense Nuclear .
Facilities Safety Board has made a
recommendation to the Secretary of
Energy pursuant to 42 U.S.c. 2286a
concerning Integration of DOE Safety
Rules. Orders. and Other Requirements.
The Board requests public'comments on
this recommendation.
OATES: Comments. data. views. or
arguments concerning this .
recommendation are due on or before
February G. 1995.
ADDRESSES: Send comments. data.
,·iews. or arguments concerning this
recommendation to: Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board. 625 Indiana
A,·enue. NW., Suite 700. Washington.
DC 20004. '
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Kenneth M~ Pusat'Cri or Carole C.
Morgan. at the address above or
telephone (202) 208~400.

Dated: January 2., 1995.
John T. Conway.
Chairman..'
(Recommendation 94-51

The'Board has been .following with
considerable interest the structure of
DOE's nuclear health and safety
requirem~nts as the transition is being
made from the use of Orders to
rulemaking. The Board recognizes that
the change has been prompted by
provisions of the Price!Anderson Ac:t
Amendments of 1988. the need for
uniform. enforceable requirements, and
by a desire of the Departmen~ to provlcf"e
greater opportunities for public input
into the process for establishment of
requirements. Thus the Board
understands the reasons for
development ond promulgation of
nuclear safety requirements throu~h

rulemaking. However. the Board has
expressed reservations in the past :Ind
remains concerned today leslli,tc
process of conversion of Orders 10 ndl!s
is used OlS occ;lsioll 10:
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on the radiation protection functional
appraisal process unlil DOE review and
approval of the implementation plans
for the rule have been completed. There
is no rational justification for such
deferral. Such action suggests that field
personnel may have been led to believe
that there will"be marked differences
belween those radiation protection
programs under the rule and the
requirements under existing Orders
incorporated in contracts.

The provisions of the contracts and
the above-mentioned advisories by DOE
line management indicate that the
integrated' use of nuclear safety-related
Rules. Orders. standards and guides in'
defining and executing DOE's safety
management progrom may not be'
sufficiently well understood by eit~er

the M &. 0 contractors or DOE managors.
This issue was raised- in the Board's
letter of May 6. 1994 to the Department.

Given the situation as described
obo...e. the Board believes that further
DOE actions are needed to ensure there
is no relaxation of cpmmitments made
to achieve compliance with ..
requirements in Orders while proposed
rules are undel'going the de\lelopment
process. These actions should also
proyide for smooth transition of Ordcrs
to nales once promulgated. Toward that
end. the Board recommends that DOE:

(1) Widely dissemin~te the
information provided to the Board in
resp9nse to our May 6..1994 leller on
DOE's Safety Management Progmm. and
take steps to ensure that key technical
and contracts personJlel are well '
schooled in this topic. ,

(2) Promptly issue appropriate
directives and procedures to DOE
Headquarters. Field O[fices~dO&M
contractors which:

(a) Embrace the basic principle that
work atrelldy commenced or planned to
develop and implement requirements In
existing or revised Orders or S/RIDS
should continue while rutemaking is
underway;

(h) Explain in detail the relationship
between sofety requiremenls cont:lined
in Orders in O&M contracts·nnd those
r:ontained in new rules. lind the process •
by whil:h a nale may "supersede". parts.
or the entirety. of n safety Order:

(c) Expl.1in that compliance with a
requirement whether in a rule. Order or
other directive is not accomplished by
submittal of an adeqUate
implementation plan but requires .
completion or action proposed by lhal
plan:

(dl Provide guidance to controcto~

and DOE progmm· offices on ho\\' to
c:oordinate implemuntQtion plilns for
multiple rcqllirr.ments such a~ those in

.$:~.~O.l~ ltulcs adually r,,-quire~ imlllcmclll:,liun
~1.!." ~~d lhea allow" perIod for achievinG '
N:l''''I.lian~ /I, simil.r ph;,se-in period l<
.:;..-nnl....ible ...... f1eq:&...emenl~ lnOrden in<''':1'..t~'''c1

: ~ .:.~,.~ nln'~4"'.1.s... :.". ..

, (1) Unduly relax or eliminate . protection of workers and the public
importnnt nuclear safety requirements extends beyond the requirements of
in Order~. rules. In tb<ll. the Board definHely

(2) Relegate good nuclear safety concurs. It is the compilation of
practic:e$ extant in exi!iling Orders to requirements as enviS<lgedJor RIDs Ihat
optional status. represents the more compreheusiye base

(3) Forego or dulay current efforts to upon which $iles and facilities are to be
hriug safety practices into compliance mnnaged from the environment. health
with mutually agreed implementation and safety viewpoint. This bas also been
plans that respond to recommendations the thrust o(mauy oHhe Board
of the Board. recommendations dMling with Order

In lIcc:epting Recommendation 91-1. c:ompli:mce.
your prp.c\ecessor lldvi$ed that However:the action toward
rlllemaking would be a time-consumi~)g development of S/RlDs has been sloN.
process. and he committed to expedited Requirements in Orders have been and
is,'luance and implementation of are still the prevailing DOE means for
updated requirements in DOE Orders. dcfi fling safety requirements for
wllite .rules arc.d~veloped. More contractors. ~uirements in.Orders are
re~nUY. in your response of Qctober 21. made enforceable by incorporo~ing
1994 to the lJoard's May 6.1994 inquiry Orders into coJ\tracts. Therefore. the
10 the Departm~nt.you also Board bas reviewed a number of
acknowledged the need for interim . existing M &; 0 contracts relative to
duvelopment, revision. and compliancu provisions for Order Compliance. The
with requirements in DOE Orders while Board has also examined the health and
rules are being promulgated. safety management specifications

In Cact. your response reflected more included in several recently proposed
(X)mpletely the process that bas been contract actions (for example, at Rocky
developed in discussions with the Flats and HanCorB/Solid Waste
Doord and its staff. It stated that: ,~ Management). PerConnance per
. (1) The Department is committed to a conditions specified'eitbedn existing

requirements-ba,<;ed sufety management contracts or those more recently
prORram. examined will not in our view assure

(2) Environment. safety and he~lth delivery of the safety IDanngement
./Cquirements are identilied in rules and programs we beU~ve that the Board and
Orde~. the Department expect. .

(3) Orders are the prevailing Illeans by Though the Boarp has been reassured
which tbe Department identi'fies by your leiter of October 21 and by other
management objei::tiv~ that are means that requirements in DOE Orders
requirements for its personnel. and' are to rema~n operative until replaced
when incinporated into contracts. b}' rules. there appears to be contrary
~uirements for DOE contractors. .' .~: guidance being issued to the field. For

",: (4) Nudea~safety Orders are being' :J·example. a May 27, 1994 memorandum
~p'ha,,!~ intO:~les. Rules are the : ::~,fTom the Assistant Secretary for Defense
(.locuments by \~hichthe DOE .:' Programs proVides gui!iance that in
establishes binding requirements of . erceGt encourages a premature shift in
general applicability and arc adopted resources from Order compliance to rule
pursuant to'~he Administrative (:ompliance. For rules that will have
Procedures Act. . ,. progressed fa.r enough in the

(~) Contractors nre expected to promulgation process that only a few
comply with a rule or Order when il., months are left for 8 show o[
becomes effective.' t:ompliance. such action may be ~

(6) ~tan~acdsJRequirernenls . lIppropriate as'regards establishing
ldentificabon Documents (S/RIDs) are, priorities in as.<;igning resources.
developed as compilations of site and • Ilowever. such action .should not be
facility-specific requiremcnts contained ,,' (:onstrued as countenancing relaxation
,.n applicable ll..'gislation. rulllS. Orders. of necessary requirements of the
~t.'Chnicalstandards llnd olher directivcs , existing Order. Moreover. for propo~ed
.necessary looperate facilities or rules not nMrly so far along in the rule-
r:onduct DOE activities wilh adequ"ue making process. impending
protection of workers and the general developments should not be taken as
t>ubli~. . C.llUSC for a slowdown on compliance
• TIllS summary clell~lr shows Umt DOE crrorts or the upgrading of applk.nhle

..'n~l?"~s lhat the defi~llon o[ what rllquiremcnls now in Orders and' . .
c:onstltutes adcqull(~Y In the way ~r (:ontrocts. .

Along similar lines. tbe Board has
noted n November 30. )994 advisory
from the Albuquerque field ofrice to
DOE headquarters (/1.1.5. Dienes to ).
Fil7.gcr:ltd) that il hold has heen plact..'(}
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Orders. rules. S/RJDS and olher binding
directives; ilnd,

(e) In the process of eliminilling
duplicale requiremenls and in ilTTanging
Ihe remaining ones along more user
friendly guidelines. which the Boar-d
agrees is desirable. ensure that existing
requirements that are necessary and
a'ppropriilte are not relaxed nor .
eliminated, and schedule commitments
for achieving compliance are not
delayed. .

.(3) Ensure that compliance with the
minimal (ba.se-line) set of safety
requirements contained in Rules is not

. construed as full compliance with aU
·necessary safety requirements and does
not displace effort to develop and
implement through RIDS th~ best
nuclear safety requ.irements and
practices embodied in rules. Orders.
standards. and other safety directi ....es.

(4) Clearly establish such. line,
oversight. and legal responsibilities for
review and approval of contractual
provisions specifying environment.
health and safety requirements for DOE
contractors to ensure that the.
requirements-based safety management
program expected oy the DOE <.,.iIl be
uniformly developed and consistently
imposed across the complex..

Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

December- 29, 1994•.
The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary;
Secretory ofEnergy. Washington, DC 20585.

Q,ear Secretary O'leary: On December 29.
1994. the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safcty
Board, in accordance with 42 U.s.c.
2286a{S). unanimously approved
Recommendation 94-S"'wh,ich is enclosed for
~'our consideration. Recommendation 94-5
deals with Integration ofDOE Safety Rules.
Orders. and 9ther Requiremcnt~.

42 U.S.c. 2186d(a) requires the Board. aner
receipt by you. to promptly make this
recommendation available to the public in
the Department of Energy's regional public
reading rooms. The Board bellcv'cs the
recommendatiQn contains no Information
which Is classified or otherwise restricted. To
the extent this recommendation docs not
include information restricted by DOE under
the Atomic Energy Act of 19S",. 42 U.S.c.
2161-68. as amended. please arrange·to have
this recommendation promptly placcd on file
in your mgionat p\.lblic reading rO(JI1I~.

The BO:lrd will publish this
rer.ommlll\dation in the Federal Regilitcr.

Sincerely.
John T. COil way.
Ch(Jirll!on.
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